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The Longing For Home Reflections
Bless me with a name. Minnesota. Charleston, IL July 5, 2020 Return to the Wonderful/Wretched Series introduction.

One Year Later: Bless Me with a Name
It’s true, our homes are not only a reflection of ourselves ... But with this Home Depot deal, now is the perfect time to cop one, like this 5-speed hand mixer! The addition of an appliance you’ve ...

Home Depot Deals to Help Create your Dream Home
Today, post-vaccination, and nearly 4 million global deaths later, I am slowly waking up, like Rip van Winkle, much more than merely a year older, and not at all the same. I feel as though I have been ...

Untethered, or The Year of Living Virtually
When I was growing up in Southern California in the early 1990s, my family often went out to eat on weekends. We didn’t go out for Mexican food very much though.

Hecho a mano: A reflection on Southern California Mexican food
As she said of the space that was both her home and her studio ... to expressing confinement and longing. Certainly, the not-unpleasant yearning for another place or time was characteristic ...

The ultimate symbol for our times
Then, back at the home ... in it a reflection of eternity, which is a continuous present that transcends the passage of time.” When death separates us from loved ones, our longing for reuniting ...

Death Is a Veil — and Love Is Eternal
Institut Bangladesh and Goethe-Institut Kolkata Friday launched the event "Longing and Belonging," a collection of narratives on the 1947 partition, on Facebook.Assembling the narratives of the 1947 ...

Narratives on 1947 partition: Goethe-Institut launches 'Longing and Belonging' project
These prayers remind us of God’s presence in our lives; in mystical Jewish thought, they’re also thought to offer protection to those who dwell inside a Jewish home. “Like music, prayer is a natural ...

7 Essential Items for Every Jewish Home
Timothy Gallway in his book "The Inner Game of Work" manages to exemplify with the following phrase the type of thinking and motivations that can accompany an entrepreneur on his journey longing ...

The search for freedom at work and entrepreneurship
Travel has increasingly come to be seen as a driver of environmental damage and cultural insensitivity. But it doesn’t have to be, say these Seattle-area “transformational travel” companies that help ...

How the pandemic has changed our mindset toward travel
Hajar Press is an independent political publishing house run by and for people of colour, with new books either recently published or soon to come from Sarah Lasoye, Jamal Mehmood, Heba Hayek, Yara ...

Tome On The Range
American expat Alana Gallini opens up about her lockdown pregnancy in Dubai Like many women going through the same thing, Alana's pregnancy during 2020 was not what she had imagined for herself Image ...

UAE COVID-19 Pregnancy: Dubai mum shares her reflections on a pandemic pregnancy
For a pair of brothers raised in the landlocked woodlands of Bohemia, Dušan and Voitre Marek spent much of their lives drawn to water. In their hands it’s a transportive and transformative medium, a ...

Dušan and Voitre Marek
England players may wish to unburden themselves from the baggage of this hallowed fixture – but fans should not. This is what it’s all about ...

The weight of England’s on-pitch rivalry with Germany is one that we long-suffering fans must carry
When he died aged 86 at home in 2011 with his family around him, as he would have wanted, it wasn’t a shock, but prompted Mosse to focus on her mother, keeping a watching brief on how she would ...

Kate Mosse interview: ‘In the end the majority of caring does fall on women’
With some of the islands opening their doors to sun-starved Britons, now is the time to consider a Caribbean adventure ...

Long-haul is back: why a holiday to the Caribbean in July is underrated
His life and reflections were crucial in shaping my understanding ... remembers as he describes his transition from his parents' home to the streets of Freetown where he slept for over two years.

Sierra Leone At 60 - Coming of Age in Freetown's Streets
The latest rendition of Steam's annual Summer Sale has been underway for about a week now, and, as usual, it's discounted virtually everything on the PC games store. But while the ...

30 under $25: A collection of good hidden gem games from Steam’s Summer Sale
“If you have the real stuff, my goodness, you don’t want to throw money away on something that is not going to be delicious, because you’ve been blessed to have that real home cooking!
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